
About
Tipped by British Vogue as one to watch, Judy R Clark has carved a credible name 
for herself in the fashion industry designing womenswear pieces with an eccentric 
edge in her signature tailoring. The designer has created installations, exhibitions and 
bespoke ranges for several companies resulting in a series of prestigious accolades for 
her innovative and creative approach to fashion design.  Clark was crowned Designer 
of Year at The Scottish Style Awards, won Best New Designer at the Scottish Variety 
Awards and was the recipient of the JOLOMO & PSYBT award for her pioneering 
approach to fashion.
She has worked on specially commissioned pieces for Emeli Sande, Judy Murray, 
Levis, Ford, Nespresso, and lately the rebranding of the Missoni hotel, Edinburgh. 
Clark has also created pieces with top Scottish textile companies such as Timirous 
Beasties, MYB lace, Harris Tweed Hebrides and Calzeat.
 
 
The Product Story
We work with some of the best British mills in the UK using a range of Harris Tweeds, 
British tweeds and Scottish lace. 
The emphasis is on creating timeless pieces that will last season after season. Our 
fabrics are carefully selected for their longevity and high quality. We support British 
manufacturing and create products that are elegant and built to last.

  

“My love of Scottish textiles first began when my great uncle Donald, a Harris Tweed 
weaver and native to the island of Lewis, sent me a bag of tweeds from his loom. I love 
the cloth’s heritage, depth of colour. I use a range of Harris Tweeds, British tweeds, lace 
and hand dyed tulle to produce tailored, timeless pieces for women who take a bold 
approach to fashion.  I am lucky enough to have some of the best mills so close to my 
studio door and have a fantastic relationship with my fabric suppliers. I love nothing 
more than visiting the mills, meeting the people who weave the cloth and seeing the 
whole process in action.”
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